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Abstract
SGML standardized in ISO 8879 [International Organization for Standardization (1986)] has been
proliferated because it can provide various styles and transform documents on dierent platforms. The
SGML document has logical structure information in addition to the contents. As SGML documents
are widely used, there is an increasing demand for a storage and retrieval system to use the logical
structure of documents eciently. However, traditional retrieval systems based on document indexes
cannot exploit the logical structure appropriately. In this paper, we have developed a document storage
and retrieval system based on structure information, where the SGML document is transformed into
Grove, which is the document model for DSSSL and HyTime, and stored at an element level by an
object-oriented DBMS, Object Store. It supports structured documents and provides a query interface to
retrieve information contained in the structures. 7 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Traditional systems to retrieve documents operate by assigning index terms to the
document, and view a document as being a set of words and a collection as an
unstructured set of documents. The ``documentary unit'', the appropriate target for
indexing and retrieval, has long been an issue in indexing, although there is little
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literature on it. All A&I services make decisions as to the appropriate unit of indexing or
analysis. The need for isolating particular documentary units may have been mitigated by
full-text searching, where particular paragraphs or parts can be retrieved directly when
they match a query well enough.
Now we have the opportunity to identify and focus on structured parts, as structured
documents represented by various styles such as memos, electronic mails, manuals and ocial
documents become available. There is an increasing need to research on the impact of this
capability and to develop a storage and retrieval system which takes advantage of structural
knowledge. The integration of structural and textual information can allow one to achieve a
higher quality of retrieval results.
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) provides a very powerful tool for
describing document structure (SGML, 1986) and what seems to be required is a technique for
representing such structures within a text retrieval system. Since SGML is a meta-language, it
can de®ne various markup languages that the markup tags which show the structure of the
document are inserted into the text of a document. Based on SGML, HyperText Markup
Language (HTML), Hypermedia/Time-based Structuring Language (HyTime), and Text
Encoding Initiative (TEI) have been proposed as encoding standards. SGML documents have
information about document structure, as well as the contents. This additional markup
information plays an important role in decomposing a document into logical units and
designating a function for each logical unit. As SGML documents are hierarchy models where
the elements are connected complicatedly, several data models are proposed, but the following
features should be satis®ed to model the SGML documents.
. A data model must support full addressability and manipulation of the SGML document.
. Dierences in the data models between the SGML document and the database should be
minimized.
. A data model should support the generic abstract data model of the SGML document.
. The system should be scalable with large data.
To satisfy these requirements, we have used the modi®ed Graph Representation Of property
ValuEs (Grove), the document model for Document Style Semantics and Speci®cation
Language (DSSSL) and HyTime. Because the generic classes that manage structural
information in Grove can maintain the structural information and store the documents at an
element level, it is possible to retrieve the structural information with element units and
support the various document styles. Also, we have used an Object Oriented DataBase
Management System (OODBMS) to store this data model without any loss of structural
information.
We have separated the document de®nition model and the document instance model.
According to the rules de®ned in the document de®nition model the document instance is
stored hierarchically, with which we can represent the document instance brie¯y and improve
the retrieval performance. The key for applying formation retrieval techniques to SGML
documents has to be found in using the document de®nition model to guide the retrieval
process. Also, we have supported an eective user interface that aords to give queries for
structural information, as well as structure-based queries. This system is developed under
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Windows 98 with Visual C++ 5.0, and Object Store OODBMS is used for low level storage
and retrieval.

2. Backgrounds
2.1. SGML
SGML de®ned in ISO 8879-1986 is a standard to de®ne the structure of markup language.
Markup in documents identi®es the individual component of a logical document, i.e., elements.
SGML documents are largely composed of declaration, document-type de®nition, and
document instance (SGML, 1986).
2.1.1. Declaration
Declaration has information about character sets, description of special characters, and tag
elimination. As declaration is placed on the head of documents, it can preserve the
compatibility among dierent platforms.
2.1.2. Document-type de®nition
The allowable set of document structures for a particular collection of documents is de®ned
by a document-type de®nition (DTD). It is essentially a grammar specifying the logical
structure of documents of a certain type. It de®nes the element, entity and attribute as three
major components for the structure of a document. An element represents the logical unit of
the document, and marks up the document with tags. Each element contains subelements or
model groups that are the collection of elements. Entity is the character set referenced by
name. Special characters are coded with unique names, and can be applied to documents with
the unique names. An attribute attached to the element has unique information of the element.
In addition to the three components, there is a processing instruction (PI) that represents the
processing method of an element or entity, notation and short reference map which eases the
markup. Fig. 1 shows an example of DTD, and the corresponding hierarchical structure of
DTD is shown in Fig. 2.
2.1.3. Document Instance
Document Instance (DI) is the part containing the contents according to DTD. Since each
element contains corresponding contents, a document can be represented as a hierarchical tree.
2.2. Data models for SGML documents
It is dicult to store SGML documents into target database according to DTD and to make
appropriate index structures for fast processing (Christophides, Abiteboul, Cluet & Scholl,
1994; Sengupta & Dillon, 1997a). In this section, we investigate the database models of SGML
in three categories: document-based; element-based; and object-based models.
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2.2.1. Document-based model
Traditional information retrieval systems take the simplest approach, in which documents
are treated as lists of words. The retrieval systems extract index words from documents, and
submit them through calculating the similarity between document indexes and user queries
(Salton & McGill, 1983). However, this model ignores the structures in the document.
2.2.2. Element-based model
The element-based model divides a document into element units, and applies queries to
them. It requires many tables and tuples to store element units based on document structure in
relational DBMS. This results in complex object models or extended relational models which
support nesting (Desai, Goval & Sadri, 1986) and reference (Macleod, 1990; Anick, Flynn &
Hanssen, 1991; Davis, Kent, Ramamohanarao, Thom & Zobel, 1995b). A relational approach
de®nes an architecture that includes a text retrieval DBMS and a relational DBMS. This
explicitly provides interoperability between RDBMS and text retrieval DBMS with access to

Fig. 1. An example of document-type de®nition.
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the structure of the text. The database administrator should de®ne a schema for each
combination of relational data and SGML document types (Blake et al., 1994).
Another approach is to map complex elements onto tables in a relational database with text
indexing. Each document is converted into internal tree representation. Since it requires the
table for each element, there is an explosion in the number of tables and tuples required to
capture sucient structure information (Macleod, 1990).
2.2.3. Object-based model
The VERSO project exploits the object-based system, O2, which requires some extensions to
handle the aspects of text queries. Each de®nition of an element in DTD is interpreted as a
class having a type, some constraints and a default behavior (Christophides et al., 1994).
However, this approach either requires complex class de®nitions or sacri®ces the facility of
constraint checking for DTDs. In the work of the Integrated Publication and Information
System Institute (IPISI), DTDs are considered as document instances and thus can be rewritten
as instances of a particular DTD, so-called super-DTD. Therefore, they store element objects
independent of particular DTDs. When DTD is inserted into the database, the speci®cation
whether element types are ¯at or not should be made. Individual database objects do not
represent ¯at element types (Aberer, Bohm & Huser, 1994; Bohm, Aberer & Klas, 1997).
2.2.4. Grove
Grove, the document model of Document Style Semantics and Speci®cation Languages
(DSSSL) and HyTime, represents an abstract data structure of SGML. Because Grove is

Fig. 2. Document-type de®nition represented by tree.
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compatible to represent complex data structure of SGML eectively and can be transformed
back into SGML, it can be used to format information for DSSSL and to represent semantic
information of HyTime (DSSSL, 1996; HyTime, 1997). Grove describes SGML with a
corresponding property set, which categorizes classes by module and contains classes that
represent whole SGML document information. Each node in the SGML property set is an
instance of pre-de®ned class and composed of the property name and value. Available data
types of property include Boolean, character string, and a nodal type that connects the nodes.
3. Storage for structured documents
To utilize the power of grammar in a database schema and minimize data segmentation, we
have designed a storage system based on Grove. The procedure to store structured documents
is as follows: the system parses SGML documents and creates the Grove structure, which is
transformed into persistent data by a database creation module. This procedure is shown in
Fig. 3.
3.1. Data model
We have used the SP parser that was developed by James Clark to parse SGML documents
(Clark, 1999). Fig. 4 shows the parsing mechanism of our work.
The SP parser has DTD and DI information in each Event class. This information can be
obtained by the EventHandler class. To create the Grove structure, DTDGroveEventHandler
and DIGroveEventHandler are inherited from EventHandler. The inherited EventHandler classes
create a data model according to the Grove structure.
Fig. 5 shows the SGMLDOC class that is the highest class. The document type has the
information about DTD, and the document element has the information about DI.
3.1.1. Document Type De®nition
DTD plays a role in representing the documents without any loss of the structural
information and determining the structure of DI. The document-type class manages the DTD
and is composed of the Element type, Model group, Element token, PCDATA token, and
Attribute de®nition classes. The Element-type class has the element information starting with
``h!element'', which has the information of content model, attribute de®nition, inclusion and
exclusion. The Attribute de®nition class represents the attribute information of the element, and

Fig. 3. Storage system for structured documents.
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Fig. 4. Parsing SGML documents.

the Model group class composed of the sub Model group classes, the set of terminal element
token classes and PCDATA token classes has the information of the connector between the
model group and occurrence rules. The type in Fig. 6 means that the relationship between
classes is dynamically binded at run time.
3.1.2. Document Instance
According to the DTD model, DI is stored hierarchically. It is composed of the attribute
assign class, text class, and subelements. Fig. 7 shows the DI model.
Each class in the class hierarchy has the attribute of the highest class node and the parent
class node. Fig. 8 shows the relationship of the classes, where the relationship of the classes is
dynamically binded.

3.2. Storage of document structure
Whereas traditional relational DBMS has diculty in translating the documents into table
structure, object-oriented DBMS can utilize the class structure by unifying the host

Fig. 5. The hierarchy of the SGML document class.
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Fig. 6. The hierarchy of Document-Type De®nition classes.

programming languages and the DBMS. It is a great merit that they do not require the Data
De®nition Language (DDL) and the Data Manipulation Language (DML) like SQL.
In this paper, the data model made in the application program is applied to an objectoriented DBMS, Object Store, by using OODBMS characteristics. Since Object Store uni®es

Fig. 7. The hierarchy of Document Instance classes.
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Fig. 8. The relationship of SGML document classes.

the host programming language and database, the data model in the application program can
be easily converted into a persistent model directly. Fig. 9 shows the process and the
corresponding codes of Object Store. To keep the persistence of the data model, the following
process is required:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Transform the object into a persistent variable.
Transform the relationship between classes into reference.
Register the class types.
Transform the new operator into a persistent new operator.

Object Store provides the entry point to access class objects, but does not provide Extents that
manage class objects. Therefore, we have to manage Extents in the application program.

Fig. 9. Development interface of Object Store.
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4. Search for structured documents
With the storage system developed, a user can give queries based on the structure using a
user interface, which allows structure-based queries. These queries are submitted to the
database, and the results are displayed to the user. Fig. 10 summarizes the entire process of the
retrieval system.
4.1. Query language for SGML
Query language in Object Store is based on the relationship between objects. Several query
forms in a structured document are appended to traditional retrieval systems (Davis, Moore &
Zobel, 1995a; Sengupta & Dillon, 1997b).
4.1.1. Boolean query
This class applied to the traditional search engine is based on identifying the documents that
contain the query terms, and require pattern matching.
Q1. Search the documents that have ``SGML'' and ``OODBMS''
1. Check all the text objects which have ``SGML'' and ``OODBMS''.

4.1.2. Query for structure information
Not only the context of the document, but also the structure information, is stored in the
database. With this, SGML can aord to create additional types of query on purely structural
characteristics of the documents.
Q2. Search parent element type of hsectioni

Fig. 10. Retrieval system.
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1. Search hsectioni among element type objects.
2. Retrieve parent element-type of applied object.

4.1.3. Structure-based query on restricted scope
Since the document is stored hierarchically, it is desirable to limit the scope of a query to
arbitrary elements within a document. Queries in this class retrieve the whole documents that
satisfy the constraints of the Boolean query.
Q3. Search the documents that have ``Grove'' in htitlei and hsectioni
1. Search the element objects whose name is htitlei and whose parent attribute is hsectioni.
2. Check whether the model group objects and text objects dependent on a selected element
contain ``Grove'' or not.

4.1.4. Attribute-based query
This is the query type that searches attributes of an element, which is stored in the attribute
assign class objects.
Q4. Search documents that contain ``sgml.gif'' in the attribute of hpicturei
1. Retrieve the hpicturei among element objects.
2. Search attributed assign objects that are dependent on the applied element object and

Fig. 11. The interface for retrieving document structure.
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have a ®le attribute.
3. Retrieve the value of the attribute assign objects that have ``sgml.gif''.

4.2. Query interface
The database contains the structure and the content information of SGML documents.
There might be several methods to search the documents based on the structure. The following
sections illustrate these search methods.
4.2.1. Query on document structure
A structure-based retrieval system should navigate the element structure from the highest to
the lowest elements. Because the SGML documents contain the hierarchical structure
information, they can be represented by a tree structure. Each node in the tree is the elementtype object, and it has child nodes. Fig. 11 shows a screen shot of the structure information.
The query on the document structure is processed by clicking the particular element in the tree.
This ®gure shows the situation when the user views the hsectioni element structure.
4.2.2. Query on document content based on structure
Retrieving the content based on structure is dierent from traditional retrieval in that it
restricts the search area within some parts of the documents. Therefore, the user provides
queries on a particular element using the user interface. Fig. 12 shows an example. When the
user submits particular keywords on htitlei element, the retrieval system presents the documents
that have the pattern in Fig. 12.
Fig. 13 shows an example of the results searched. Users can query one particular element by
double-clicking the corresponding item, which prompts a dialog box for query input. Then, the

Fig. 12. Search pattern.
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Fig. 13. Retrieval based on the document structure.
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result of the document list is presented to the user. The result documents are produced by
recombining logical units in the database.
4.2.3. Query on attribute
Elements can have the attribute according to pre-de®ned DTD. Searching the element with
the attribute is the same as searching the structure based on content. When the dialog box
appears on a particular element, it presents the text box that requests attribute information.
The search process uses the attribute assign class objects.

5. Concluding remarks
The proposed system decomposes the SGML document into logical units, which have been
built according to the Grove structure that is the document model for DSSSL and HyTime,
and stores and retrieves the logical units by using an OODBMS, Object Store. As the SGML
document model with RDBMS is based on the ¯at table structure, it requires many tables and
tuples, as well as the overhead of transformation to represent the SGML document model. In
this paper, we have used the OODBMS to overcome the limitation of RDBMS. The system for
storage and retrieval and SGML documents has the following characteristics:
. It presents the data model that is independent of speci®c DTD. The data model can be
divided into two models according to generality. The data model for individual DTD has the
property that it can store structure information eectively. However, there is the de®ciency
that it must apply the new data model on inserting DTD. On the other hand, the data
model independent of DTD (Moore, Fuller, Lowe, Thom & Wilkinson, 1995) has the
advantage that it can parse and analyze the DTD automatically and create the data model,
but it is not easy to manage data eectively. This paper has proposed a general data model
that uses the Grove structure to manage the data eectively.
. To propose an eective data model that maintains the structural information, we have
separated the document de®nition model and document instance model. As the data model
that combines the document de®nition model with the document instance model has the
excessive regulation on inserting documents, the performance of the storage and retrieval
deteriorates. In this paper, the document instance is represented by a fully connected tree.
Since this tree structure is similar to the document structure tree of the retrieval interface,
this can boost up the retrieval performance.
. As the documents must be stored according to DTD, an eective user interface is required.
In this paper, users give queries with the structure information through a graphical user
interface. Because the user interface presents DTD in the tree structure, users can provide
queries at a particular region of the tree.
. It supports eective retrieval by using Extents in the classes frequently retrieved. Since it is
dicult for OODBMS to view tables, we have supported Extents to enable this feature.
Even though a prototype of the storage and retrieval system for structured documents has been
developed in this paper, there remains the support of eective indexing methods for fast
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indexing as in RDBMS. Furthermore, the impact such retrieval might have on users should be
investigated.
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